
COMPUTER TUTORIALS

Computer Fundamentals Tutorial - Computer is an advanced electronic device that takes raw data as an input from the
user and processes it under the control of .

I have read and accept the privacy policy. A friend introduced me to sitesell and that is how this site came
about. Receive referrals of people looking for specialized training in your area and get access to all of the
training curriculum I have created and continue to create to use at your appointments. We are now accepting
applications for local and international positions. This will bring up a find box. Over the past few years I have
discovered that many people just want to have some basic knowledge of their computer so they can get
emailed pictures of their grandchildren, pay bills on the internet, type a letter to a friend, or create a fun
calendar or stationery. Type the key word you would like to search that page for and press enter. Audience
This tutorial has been prepared for beginners as well as advanced learners who want to deal with computers.
Prerequisites Knowledge of computers is not a prerequisite to follow the contents of this tutorial. If you're
visiting this site from the UK and would prefer to learn computer basics in a class you might want to think
about studying a european computer driving license course ecdl with Pitman Training. She would call and
schedule an appointment for me to come and help her with her digital camera, set up a printer, or help her with
an email or word document she wanted to send to a friend. Or do you just want to learn a little more about
computers to keep up technology? I understand that you will use my information to send me a newsletter. No
need for cold calling! I have a passion for computers. I thoroughly enjoyed tutoring and working with seniors
and beginner computer users. Each tutorial is written without fancy computer jargon and gives you the ability
to navigate computer tutorials that are easy to understand and follow so they can learn computer software and
internet skills that you will use for your every day computer tasks. I have designed this site to have user
friendly free tutorials to help you get what you want out of your computer. This site is designed so any
beginner computer user can follow the tutorials. I have collaborated with other websites to provide quality
information and free PowerPoint templates to help my readers get the most out of this site. The tutorial is also
very useful for undergraduate students of computer science, engineering, business administration,
management, science, commerce and arts, where an introductory course on computers is a part of curriculum.
After having 2 children I decided the long odd hours of a computer technician was not where I needed to be.
This tutorial assumes no background in Computers or Computer programming. Enjoy the tutorials and please
contact me if you have any question or requests. Hi, my name is Jennifer! Now I am doing what I am
passionate about, staying home with my children and enjoying every minute of it. PowerPoint templates can
help you to save time when preparing a presentation for business or education purposes, you can get
affordable and SlideModel PowerPoint templates to make stunning presentations with unique graphics and
slide designs. She gave me a break from the server problems and technical phone calls to Microsoft. After
completing this tutorial, you will find yourself at a moderate level of expertise in the knowledge of computer
basics from where you can take yourself to the next level. This tutorial explains the foundational concepts of
computer hardware, software, operating systems, peripherals, etc. Discussion Computer is an advanced
electronic device that takes raw data as an input from the user and processes it under the control of a set of
instructions called program , produces a result output , and saves it for future use. To find an answer to a
specific question select the program then the section. To make things even easier after navigating to the
section you want press the ctrl. I needed to find something I was passionate about and was less stressful so I
could be a better mom to my children.


